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I AM Maitreya.

I have come today to give some practical advice regarding the transition from
the world of the illusion to the Divine world for those of you who know what I
am talking about and are ready to apply what I have said.

In the first place, you should have a desire to establish a lasting relationship
between you and our world as well as the desire for your transition into the
real world of God.

Then comes your invocation and request to Me. You need to invoke Me into
your temple with all your Faith and ask for My support and as a last resort for
My help to lead you along the Path of Initiations – the Path for achieving
Enlightenment.

And as with every passing day, the majority of humanity creates even larger
amounts of karma due to ignorance and lack of enough consciousness, the
layer of negative energies, especially inside and around the bigger cities in
your world, increases, and it becomes even harder for us to pass through it.
And when we do it, that requires much more effort on Our side. That is why
you have been told many times that when you miss a Divine opportunity or
take advantage of it only partially, the next time it might be much harder for
you to step back on the Path.

To teach you, I need to see your desire supported by your Persistence, your
Faith and your Devotion. Thus, if you wish to learn from Me, it would be good
to start sending Me your Divine Love every day, dedicating to Me the type of
spiritual practice that your heart suggests, and before that, you should invoke
Me* into your temple and provide to Me the opportunity to Reside in it, being
in peace and quiet. In this way, you will achieve Harmony with Me more
easily and faster, and you will become used to My energy presence, which I



will be strengthening gradually with each subsequent work of yours in
spirituality that you dedicate to Me. The time you will need to do all this is
different for each of you, and it is at least several months.** All this time, I
will monitor the state of your consciousness, your aspiration and how well you
apply in your life our guidance for the practical application of the Teaching,
which is given to you here and now through the UNIFICATION website.

The application of these guidelines would only facilitate you in the future and
would accelerate your progress on the Path. Because when you elevate your
consciousness, when you have high vibrations, when you are positive and
filled with Gratitude towards God and the Father One, with all-embracing
Divine Love towards the Living Life, when you apply with Joy and in the
utmost degree all the Divine qualities that you have achieved so far, then the
process of cleansing your negative karma, overcoming your ego and the
development of the remaining Divine qualities that you should achieve
become easier and less painful in real situations in your life, and after that, the
time will come for you to get free from the harmful programmes, encodings
and blockages and their harmful fruit and consequences that you have had
instilled in you incarnation after incarnation by the representatives of the
illusion.

Whether it will be hard and painful for you to quit smoking cigarettes, for
example, or this will happen suddenly and without any disturbance to you,
depends on yourself and your daily work on yourself in the implementation of
the Guidance given to you by the Higher Beings of Light. The same applies to
your liberation from all other bad habits, attachments and desires, and to the
transformation of all your negative states of consciousness into Light. Because
through your daily work on the application of the Teaching given to you, you
create good karma for yourself, which is then used to allow you to easily
convert the negativity that emerges from your being when you want to get free
from it and when the time for that comes.

I am always ready to support you or help you when you need and ask for My
support or help, even when I leave you completely without My support or help
because then you are being tested, and then My non-interference is precisely
My support or help so that the Lord’s Law is followed and you are given the
opportunity to pass your trial successfully.

I AM Maitreya, awaiting your decisions and their implementation.

 



* Note from Rositsa Avela: I asked Lord Maitreya to give us an invocation in connection
with the need that arose every day, before dedicating to Him some kind of work in
spirituality or work in materiality, everyone who wishes to step on the Path of Initiations
and study at His School of Mysteries to be able to invoke Him into His temple. The
invocation is:

Lord Maitreya, I ……. (the first name) invite, sincerely wish and ask You to be into
my temple,
and I dedicate to You ……
(here you say out loud what you dedicate to Him, e.g. an invocation, a prayer, a song,
a good deed,
reading one of His Messages on the UNIFICATION website, …),
and I am giving You my Divine Love.
Lord Maitreya, I ……. (the first name)
invite, sincerely wish and ask,
if this is Your Will,
help me in my Transfiguration.
Help me to follow the Path of Initiations,
the Path of Liberation from my illusory part, from my ego,
to achieve Divine Enlightenment
and to be in more complete Service to the Living Life,
in fulfilment of the Providence of our Heavenly Father.
And may all be according to Your Holy Will, Lord!
AMEN   TAKKA DA BUDDEH   OM

**

Supplement to the Message

30 March 2011

I AM Maitreya.

The time has come to give this supplement to My Message.

Each one of you will feel in his heart for how long to dedicate to Me daily the
kind of work in spirituality or work in materiality that he decides. And you
feel that it is time to stop, then it will be good to continue to direct this
invocation to Me every day, but now in the following form:

Lord Maitreya, I ...... (the first name)
invite, sincerely wish and ask You, if this is Your Will,



help me in my Transfiguration.
Help me to follow the Path of Initiations,
the Path of Liberation from my illusory part, from my ego,
to achieve Divine Enlightenment
and to be able to Serve to the Living Life better,
in fulfilment of the Providence of our Heavenly Father and the Father One.
And may all be according to Your Holy Will, Lord!
AMEN   TAKKA DA BUDDEH   OM

I remain in Hope and Faith in you, My chelas***, and in your successful
progress forward on the Path to the Father in the time that lies ahead.

I AM Maitreya, OM

 

*** From Sanscrit chela – students/pupils (guru-chela relationship – the relationship
between the Master and His/Her students).
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